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OneStopGIS: Downloaded from onestopgis.com [https://www.onestopgis.com/]
For solved question bank visit doorsteptutor.com [https://www.doorsteptutor.com] and for free video lectures visit Examrace YouTube

Channel [https://youtube.com/c/Examrace/]

Geometric Transformation: Map-To-Map Transformation and Image-To-Map Transformation
Doorsteptutor material for CTET/Paper-1 is prepared by world's top subject experts: 

- for all subjects of CTET/Paper-1.

Examrace Books on Mapping, GIS, and Remote Sensing [https://www.examrace.com/Study-Material/Remote-Sensing-GIS/Remote-Sensing-
GIS-FlexiPrep-Program/] prepares you thoroughly for a wide range of practical applications.

De�inition
Convert the raster dataset from one projection to another, or change the cell size, you are performing a geometric transformation.

Geometric transformation is the process of changing the geometry of a raster dataset from one coordinate space to another.

The process of geometric transformation requires a set of control points and transformation equations to register a digitized map, a
satellite image, or an aerial photograph onto a projected coordinate system.

It is commonly used in GIS to transform maps between coordinate systems.

In GIS, geometric transformation includes map-to-map transformation and image-to-map transformation.
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Map-To-Map Transformation
Geometric transformation converts a newly digitized map into projected coordinates

A manually-digitized map has the same measurement as its source map: measured in inches

A converted scanned image of the map is measured in dots per inch (dpi)

To make the digitized map usable in GIS – it must be converted into a projected coordinate system to align with other layers

Geometric transformation also applies to satellite imagery.

Image-To-Map Transformation
Remotely sensed data transformation involves changing row and columns

Can spatially register a georeferenced image in a GIS database

Must have same coordinate system

The rows and columns can be transformed into a projected coordinate system.


